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Attract, Engage, and Retain Students
Attract, Engage, and Retain
Student Lifecycle
Management
Improve Performance and
Retention
SAP Innovations

To remain competitive and attract students that best match its missions and goals,
an educational institution must offer a vision to students that differentiate it from
other institutions. Once enrolled, there must be a strong focus on engaging,
assimilating, and retaining students through graduation.
To beat growing competition, educational
institutions must attract quality students.
Academic programs must be managed so
students can complete course work and degree
requirements successfully.

To facilitate these efforts, educational
institutions need flexible software to help
manage student administration, teaching, and
research and enable changes in academic
structure and processes.

Often the key to student attraction, engagement, and retention is offering compelling,
diverse courses to support a student's progress
toward their degree. Also, the staff must be
empowered to manage students’ academic
lifecycle to ensure advancement.

For many educational institutions, on-premise
solutions barely receive a passing grade. To
excel, mobile technology, cloud computing, and
analytics solutions must be part of the equation.
The right information technology can help move
your organization to the head of the class.
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Meet Goals and Expectations
Attract, Engage, and Retain
Student Lifecycle
Management
Improve Performance and
Retention
SAP Innovations

Best-Run Higher Education

To meet their targets, educational institutions must carefully manage the entire
student lifecycle. This process includes attracting quality students and managing
academic programs plus facilitating student administration, teaching, and research
to ensure long-term retention of students and staff.
Educational institutions are embracing new
digital channels of communication for improved
student enrollment and retention with strong
focus on student preferences. Institutions are
integrating the entire student lifecycle to better
manage processes from enrollment through
graduation.
Working within an integrated software
environment also helps institutions gain better
financial control. Greater visibility of expenses
and resources enables them to reduce costs
and focus on programs and strategies that
support institutional objectives.
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By leveraging an integrated mobile platform,
educational institutions can provide students
and staff with access to processes and data
that make interactions more meaningful and
convenient.
In-memory computing technology gives
educational institutions fast insight into massive
volumes of student data to improve student
retention and course offerings.
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Improve Performance and Retention
Attract, Engage, and Retain
Student Lifecycle
Management
Improve Performance and
Retention
SAP Innovations

Through best practices and technology solutions that maximize efficiency,
educational institutions can not only survive but thrive. Solutions must satisfy the
needs of staff, faculty, and students so each group can use technology to succeed.

Academic-curriculum solutions empower
educational institutions to effectively define
their course offerings for students. These
solutions help manage the curriculum and
maintain regulatory oversight via a central
cloud environment to help ensure a single,
consistent source of information.

Student-information-management solutions
support maintenance and transparency of
student data as well as the efficient handling
of academic and administrative processes.

Academic mobile solutions enable the unwiring
of a campus or research center by delivering
data and applications on-device. They support
a range of activities – from facilities management or asset management to student recruiting
and student services – with comprehensive
mobile applications, platforms, and services.

Student-administration solutions empower
institutions to manage administration of all
student-related data and enable academic
advisors and professors to interact with
students via self-service applications.
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SAP Innovations
Attract, Engage, and Retain
Student Lifecycle
Management
Improve Performance and
Retention
SAP Innovations

Educational institutions and students are at the forefront of technology. They expect
solutions that drive innovation and efficiency. To meet their needs, solutions must
enable virtually unlimited data access and yield measurable results.

Education and research have moved beyond
physical buildings due to mobile applications,
e-learning technologies, cloud computing,
and collaborative research environments.
Regardless of physical or virtual location, there
is one constant – information – and highereducation and research institutions produce
massive amounts of it.
Institutions need powerful, scalable analytics
to effectively manage information, students,
staff, and researchers. Having this functionality
embedded in software applications allows
detailed coordination and synthesis of
information.
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Mobile applications empower researchers,
staff, and students to evaluate and share
real-time results. These applications enable
immediate decision-making and increased
collaboration for successful outcomes.
Cloud-based solutions offer the ability to quickly
deploy and adapt technology in response to
changing needs. These solutions can be
deployed at low cost and low risk while
ensuring flexibility, scalability, and integration
across organizational processes.
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Manage the Student Lifecycle
Manage the Student
Lifecycle
Create and Manage Course
Curriculums
Manage Student
Information
Support data transparency
and insight
Support Mobile Access

Educational institutions need to establish, develop, and manage relationships with
students through a range of interactions and engagements to maximize student
lifetime value.
“Best-run” educational institutions synchronize every stage of the student lifecycle –
from prospect to applicant to student to alumnus. An integrated, software-based
approach to student lifecycle management minimizes administrative paperwork.
It provides secure, real-time faculty access to student data, helping to improve
advisory services and supporting flexible program designs and changes. Students
can also access their own records via a self-service portal. Automated fee
calculations and billing processes help ensure accuracy while improving cash flow.
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Create and Manage Course Curriculums
Manage the Student
Lifecycle
Create and Manage Course
Curriculums
Manage Student
Information
Support data transparency
and insight
Support Mobile Access

Efficiently create and manage
educational course curriculums

Offering compelling, diverse courses not only helps
students succeed, it can enhance an educational
institution’s competitive position. Self-services that
facilitate new course offerings and programs of study
help meet expectations for ease of use while lowering
administrative cost and effort.
Educational institutions must effectively
manage and maintain catalogs of academic
programs, specializations, degree and certificate
requirements, and academic courses to attract
and retain an engaged student body.
Administrators need clear guidance on creating
programs and promotion. Also, regulatory
oversight has to be managed, including the
adjustment of rules and accurate program
assignments to students.

It helps improve student satisfaction and
retention through broad self-service offerings
while lowering administrative costs.
Institutions can enhance efficiencies and
collaboration among departments with guided
procedural processes and transparency on cost
management. These things can empower staff
to optimize the management of the student’s
academic lifecycle.

By facilitating the administration of academic
curriculum with the right technology,
educational institutions can better execute their
vision for students to differentiate themselves
and remain competitive.
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Manage Student Information
Manage the Student
Lifecycle
Create and Manage Course
Curriculums

Streamline the management and security of student
information, programs of study, financial accounts, and
academic services to build a community of lifelong
learners.

Manage Student
Information
Support data transparency
and insight
Support Mobile Access

Efficiently manage student
data and minimize
redundancy with a single
source of data entry

Streamlining the management of student
information frees educational institutions to
focus more time and energy on students and
institutional objectives. Student-informationmanagement solutions support maintenance
and transparency of student data as well
as the efficient handling of academic and
administrative processes. These range from
student-application processing to developing
individual study plans and timetables for
student tuition, fees, and payments.

These solutions refine processes across
administrative and service areas with integrated
course-management applications. These
include service offerings such as electronic
class registration, bill presentment, payment,
mobile, and distance learning. They provide
direct insight into student academic, personal,
and financial data in one integrated view and
self-services for convenient use.
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Support Data Transparency and Insight
Manage the Student
Lifecycle
Create and Manage Course
Curriculums

Student-information-management solutions support
maintenance and transparency of student data and
management of academic and administrative processes.
With validated, accessible data, institutions can make
better decisions and achieve operational goals.

Manage Student
Information
Support data transparency
and insight
Support Mobile Access

Efficient handling of academic
and administrative processes

By centralizing student records, educational
institutions can better maintain each student’s
personal and academic data in a single access
point throughout the complete academic life
cycle. All aspects of the student lifecycle are
consolidated using a comprehensive process
that includes online services and procedural
guidance that can trigger automated follow-up
processes.
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Student-lifecycle-management data can be
used for analytical reporting of studentenrollment statistics and future projections
that result in better forecasting and budgeting.
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Support Mobile Access
Manage the Student
Lifecycle
Create and Manage Course
Curriculums

With support for mobile devices, educational institutions
can provide access to important information anytime,
anywhere to improve effectiveness and help balance
limited resources.

Manage Student
Information
Support data transparency
and insight
Support Mobile Access

Mobile technology enables students, faculty,
and administrators to connect, interact, and
engage anytime and anywhere. Mobile
solutions help institutions keep pace with
situations and events through emergency
alerts, updates, and briefings.
Mobile technology helps institutions engage a
mobile student body. Students stay connected
via social media and mobile apps to be
productive and immersed in campus life.

By making mobile applications available to all
stakeholders, educational institutions can
support a full range of operational and
academic activities. Mobile apps and mobile
access to data help faculty stay productive
off-campus which increases overall efficiency.
Using mobile devices helps students and
faculty alike balance workload and schedules.
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Higher Education and Research Industry Value Map
SAP Solutions
Student Lifecycle
Management
Teaching and Learning
Learner Achievement
Measurement and Tracking
Analytics for Educational
Performance

SAP solutions address key requirements of students, teaching, and learning.

Student Lifecycle
Management

Curriculum
Management

Student
Administration

Application
and
Admission

Grading
and Advising

Teaching and
Learning

E-Learning
Management

Social Media
and
Collaboration

Assessment
Management

Teaching
and Learning
Services

Learner
Achievement
Measurement
and Tracking

Student
and Study
Analysis

Early Warning
System

Student
Retention

Analytics for
Educational
Performance

Educational
Analytics

Financial
Analytics
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Progression
and
Graduation
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Student Lifecycle Management
SAP Solutions

Improve student performance and retention, and
contain costs.

Student Lifecycle
Management

The SAP Student Lifecycle Management application is a scalable,
integrated solution that helps educational institutions better
understand and respond to student needs. It maximizes strategic
planning efforts and streamlines the management of student
information and academic services.

Teaching and Learning
Learner Achievement
Measurement and Tracking
Analytics for Educational
Performance

Curriculum
Management

Create a curriculum that is tied to the overall organizational structure of
educational institutions, including finance and human capital management data.

Student
Administration

Streamline administrative processes and institution services by integrating
course-management solutions, student self-services, and third-party
applications.

Application and
Admission

Process student applications with an audit-rules framework and create
individual study plans and timetables. Provide students with online or mobile
access to course catalogs.

Grading and
Advising

Record different type of grades and credits and advise students within an
integrated environment to help ensure successful, on-time degree.

Progression and
Graduation

Add program rules and regulations reflecting student-degree requirements and
monitor progress online to assess completion status.
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Teaching and Learning
SAP Solutions

Plan courses and provide clear and timely
information.

Student Lifecycle
Management

By complementing existing functionality for human-capitalmanagement training, event management, and resource planning,
SAP software enables the tracking and scheduling of a range of
resources – including teachers, technical support, and rooms – to
plan classes and sections for students.

Teaching and Learning
Learner Achievement
Measurement and Tracking
Analytics for Educational
Performance

E-Learning
Management

Enable scalable, secure, and adaptable learning management via
classroom, Web-based, and mobile-device training. Support roles such as
employee, manager, trainer, and administrator in a Web-based portal.

Social Media and
Collaboration

Share knowledge, exchange information, and work together across
geographical distances with virtual-collaboration functionality.

Assessment
Management

Enable students to register online for exams required for degree and audit
completion. Record student exam grades based on course-specific grade
scales and enable online review.

Teaching and
Learning
Services

Track student progress towards degree or program completion. Online
monitoring and updating of academic progress enables students and
administrators to better assess completion status with reduced time and
effort.
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Learner Achievement Measurement and Tracking
SAP Solutions
Student Lifecycle
Management
Teaching and Learning

Analyze student performance to maximize retention.
SAP software fully integrates degree-audit data so the registrar’s
office can check on student progress toward graduation. Students
can access Web-based, self-service graduation-request forms and
graduation applications. The software automatically calculates
graduation fees as well.

Learner Achievement
Measurement and Tracking
Analytics for Educational
Performance

Student and
Study Analysis

Leverage rule-driven software to track the academic progress of students.
View key indicators such as a student's grade-point average or current
number of academic credits at any point in the enrollment year.

Early Warning
System

Help ensure that students participating in staged programs complete
required courses and measure progress against stage-specific
requirements. Progress can also be measured for the mass student
population as well as individuals.

Student
Retention

Create and manage catalogs that specify academic-program requirements.
Curriculum managers can define simple and complex requirements for use
in different catalogs. Students can evaluate progress and educational
institutions can provide the appropriate guidance to students.
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Analytics for Educational Performance
SAP Solutions
Student Lifecycle
Management
Teaching and Learning

Gain direct insight from academic and financial data.
Successful educational institutions align priorities and resources to
optimally support students, faculty, researchers, donors, and alumni.
With analytics solutions from SAP, educational institutions gain realtime insight into academic results, student behavior, and financial
performance.

Learner Achievement
Measurement and Tracking
Analytics for Educational
Performance

Educational
Analytics

Make confident decisions that drive student retention and academic
performance by leveraging advanced analytics, predictive analytics,
optimization tools, and prebuilt dashboards and reports.

Financial
Analytics

Adjust plans and allocate resources to accommodate rapid market change
and align financial performance with strategy. Define and distribute strategy,
model cost drivers, and improve financial forecasting. Report on and
analyze massive amounts of transactional and operational data. Streamline
budgeting processes, capture growth opportunities, and prevent predicted
variances against key performance.
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SAP Innovations
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

Fostering success, sharing knowledge, and pursuing
excellence are common goals for educational institutions.
With advancements in mobile technology, analytics, cloud
computing, and “Big Data,” educational institutions can be
better prepared to achieve these goals.

Mobile
Analytics
Cloud

SAP HANA
Institutions can store and analyze massive amounts of data in-memory for accurate, real-time
analytics.
Mobile
Mobile computing solutions enable institutions to unwire their campuses by delivering business
data and applications on any mobile device.
Analytics
Institutions can integrate, analyze, and disseminate business-critical information to achieve
transparency across operations, research, and student management.
Cloud
Administrators can leverage on-demand solutions that can be implemented quickly with low IT
overhead and no hardware and software to manage.
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SAP Business Suite Powered by SAP HANA
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

SAP Business Suite software powered by the SAP HANA
platform enables educational institutions to manage Big
Data with great efficiency, achieve lightning-fast queryprocessing time, and get insight on the performance of
enormous student populations in a matter of seconds.

Mobile
Analytics

Real-Time Data
Platform

Gain Faster Insight to Support All Areas
Gain a holistic view of data by integrating various data sources. Improve
student retention rates by enabling earlier intervention by faculty advisors.
Get better insight into finances and use of resources.

Predictive
Information

Seize Opportunities for Greater Success
Predict student and course demand and increase sponsored program
funding success rate. Explore your data, discover new trends, and deliver
more successful outcomes.

Cloud
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SAP HANA
SAP Innovations
Applications

Educational institutions have access to massive amounts
of student and academic data. By leveraging in-memory
computing, this data can be turned into instant insight to
improve student performance, satisfaction, and retention.

SAP HANA
Mobile
Analytics

Real-Time Data
Platform

Gain a holistic view of data by integrating various data sources. Improve
student retention rates by enabling earlier intervention by faculty advisors.
Get better insight into finances and use of resources.

Predictive
Information

Predict student and course demand and increase sponsored program
funding success rate. Explore your data, discover new trends, and deliver
more successful outcomes through collaboration.

Cloud
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Mobile
SAP Innovations
Applications

Like students, educational institutions and their
stakeholders are most efficient when managing the
academic lifecycle on a mobile device.

SAP HANA
Mobile
Analytics

Mobile Platform

Connect Anytime, Anywhere
With support for mobile devices, students and faculty can access relevant
information anytime, anywhere – improving efficiency and effectiveness and
helping balance limited resources.

Mobile Access

Stay Engaged
With mobile access, student services and alumni departments can analyze
student, faculty, and alumni data to identify trends and coordinate and
evaluate programs and services in real-time.

Mobile Apps

Stay Informed
Give students real-time access to services on their mobile devices to
differentiate your institution and to predict and respond to requests faster.

Mobile
Messaging

Receive Emergency Alerts and Updates
Facilities, logistics, resource management, and institutional-development
departments can use mobile devices to predict and respond to challenges in
real-time, fostering better and faster decision-making.

Cloud
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Analytics
SAP Innovations
Applications

Provide insight and visibility into business operations and
institutional, student, and research management to
balance resource constraints and maximize efficiency.

SAP HANA
Mobile
Analytics

Advanced
Analytics

Make Better Business Decisions
Analytics solutions help institutions process massive amounts of data
instantly for real-time insights and informed decisions anytime and
anywhere, even from mobile devices.

Analytics
Solutions

Define, Plan, Align, and Monitor
Analytics solutions let institutions manage Big Data effectively for prudent
decision-making. They let administrators anticipate change and proactively
balance risks and opportunities.

Data
Dashboards

Enable Insight at a Glance
By monitoring key performance indicators and allowing fast response to
change, dashboard analytics help institutions improve financial and
administrative decision-making.

Cloud
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Cloud
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

Cloud-based solutions offer the ability to quickly deploy
and adapt technology in response to changing needs.
These solutions can be deployed at low cost and low risk
while ensuring flexibility, scalability, and integration across
organizational processes.

Mobile
Analytics
Cloud

Cloud-Enabled
Solutions for
Educational
Institutions

Through technology innovation, educational institutions can strategically
align their business, IT, and academic goals. With applications and
advancements in mobile technology, analytics driven and delivered by cloud
computing, educational organizations can face evolving business imperatives.
Administrators can leverage the power of cloud computing through a wide
array of on-demand solutions. These solutions can arm your staff and
students with a rich customer- and student- relationship management tool to
optimize interaction and improve service.
Educational institutions can get on-demand services up and running very
quickly with low IT overhead, no expensive systems, and no software to
manage.
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Best-Run Customers
Best Run Customers

38 of the world’s “best-run” universities run SAP software.

University of Kentucky

3,800 institutions of education and research run SAP software.

VU University Amsterdam

Data for over 7 million students is managed with the SAP Student Lifecycle
Management application.

Why SAP?
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Customer Co-Innovation
Best Run Customers

SAP works with numerous multitiered partner organizations to explore opportunities
for expanding the reach of innovative technology.

University of Kentucky
VU University Amsterdam
Why SAP?

Partner Organizations
Higher Education Research Advisory Council
Higher Education Research Users Group
SAP Community Network
SAP University Alliances
Hasso Plattner Research Institute
Co-Innovation Partners
SAP has strategic partnerships with higher-education and research institutions to develop solutions
that enable innovation through mobile technology, advanced analytics, and real-time insight.
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Best Run Customers
University of Kentucky
VU University Amsterdam
Why SAP?

University of Kentucky: Continuing a Tradition of Success
with a Real-Time Data Platform from SAP

420x

From championship basketball to nationally ranked programs in public
affairs and healthcare, the University of Kentucky has a strong winning
tradition. Faculty and staff work together to ensure a successful
experience for every student. Today the university uses advanced
analytics powered by the SAP HANA platform to help it retain and
graduate a student body of 28,000.

Faster reporting
speeds

Key Benefits
 Better support services with real-time insight into student
performance.
 Reduced extract, transform, and load process time from
eight hours to less.
 Ability to conduct predictive tuition and revenue modeling.

15x
Improvement in
query load times

$250K
Projected annual
savings in IT costs

“We have a challenge in education to use the data we have to build a better
experience for our students. SAP HANA is going to be at the center of this
effort at the University of Kentucky.”
Vince Kellen, Chief Information Officer, University of Kentucky
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Best Run Customers
University of Kentucky
VU University Amsterdam
Why SAP?

VU University Amsterdam: Simplifying Student Life and
Saving Money with SAP Student Lifecycle Management

9000

To become one of the world’s major research universities, VU University
Amsterdam must draw new talent while managing budget constraints.
One step was to implement the SAP Student Lifecycle Management
application at a third of the cost of competing products. Now students can
manage their academic careers online from admission to graduation,
resulting in significant savings on administration.

Students access
information every
day in a self-service
environment

Key Benefits
 Complete overview of university programs and offerings for students
 Easier course planning and faculty and advisor follow-up and
feedback
 Efficient and centralized student administration and services
 Streamlined information management for faculty and board members
for improved communication and control

150
Courses with online
information and
registration

90%
Faster generation of
diplomas in the
science program

“The SAP Student Lifecycle Management application is state-of-the-art. It is
fully integrated into our academic system, with the flexibility to scale with
growth. We will continue using it well into the future.”
Dr. Anne Kaldewaij, Program Director of New Student Information Systems,
VU University Amsterdam
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Why SAP?
Best Run Customers
University of Kentucky

SAP has unparalleled knowledge and thought leadership in the higher-education
and research industries. Our solutions are tailored for your specific requirements
and needs, not generalized applications that are forced to fit.

VU University Amsterdam
Why SAP?

Build a solid foundation for academic and operational excellence with SAP. Our solutions support
industry best practices and have been developed over the past 40 years serving higher-education
and research customers worldwide.
With student applications, you gain integrated operations and mobile student management.
Institutional-development software helps you create new revenue streams and enables real-time
operational updates.
Research-management applications improve efficiency and integrity from proposals through results
and enable mobile support.
Sustainability solutions help you reduce system redundancy and inefficiencies.
Solutions that align finance and IT and enable improved analytics help you achieve superior
operations and service delivery.
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks
Here’s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
Visit scn.sap.com >>
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